
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The Olive Odysseys 

Croatia & the Dalmatian Coast 

By Land & By Sea 

with Prague & Budapest 

September 3-15 2018 

 
Day Five September 7 

Plitvice Lakes Croatia 

 

We are off to Croatia this morning by bus. Along the way we will have a short stop for lunch. We will hit 

Zagreb, the capital, in the afternoon, where a local guide will give us a walking tour of this lovely city.    

 

We will be off later in the afternoon for the Plitvice Lakes region, a stunning area, a national park and a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site. As we settle into our lodge, you can have a drink on the terrace or go for 

a walk nearby. Join us later as we enjoy a sumptuous dinner together with local wines.  

 

Breakfast / Private Transport to Croatia/ Walking tour of Zagreb/ Dinner together/UNESCO World 

Heritage Site Plitvice Lakes National Park/ Overnight Plitvice Lakes, Croatia 

 

 

Croatia is a land whose rich cultural heritage is not only reflected in the numerous museums, galleries                 

and churches, but also in those enchanting places on the Adriatic coast, full of rich historical significance.                 

A country with more than a thousand islands (actually, 1,246 islands), its is one of the best preserved areas                   

in Europe. 

 

Some of the first settlers in what we know as Croatia today, were the Illyrians (called the Dalmatae                  

tribe-where we get the name Dalmatian), coming from the north and organizing themselves around the               

7th century BC. In 390 BC Greeks from the settlement of Syracuse on Sicily, came to the islands of Hvar,                    

Korcula and Vis. In the 1st century the Romans subdued the Illyrians and transformed the entire coast                 

into cities, which still retain well preserved Roman ruins. 

 

Zagreb (pop 1 million) calls itself ‘little Vienna’. The city’s tradition and build was greatly influenced by                 

the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and there are many elements that remind one of Vienna, such as the trams,                 

the shopping arcades, the elegant buildings, the ring-shaped avenues and the parks.  

 

It’s also worth noting that, like Budapest, Zagreb was established through the merging of two towns,                

Gradec and Kaptol, two settlements on neighboring hills. It has been the capital of Croatia since 1845, but                  

its history dates back to the Middle Ages.  

 

The University of Zagreb was founded in 1669, being one of the oldest and largest in southern Europe.                  

National, economic, political and cultural development became more intense in the 19th century. Croatia              

joined the European Union in 2013, and still has not adopted the Euro as currency. 

 

The oldest area of Zagreb, in the upper part, is packed with picturesque gardens, staircases, narrow alleys                 

and funiculars alongside emblematic churches and buildings. The center is St. Mark’s Square, presided              

by the church of St. Mark, build during the 13th century and one of the most iconic buildings of the city                     

with a Gothic portal and a colorful roof representing the medieval shields of the country and the city (as                   

well as a discreet homage to St. Stephen's in Vienna). The Croatian Parliament or Sabor is also by the                   

square. Kaptol and the Dolac market, a daily open market, are also worth a visit. 

 

 

September 7  16 Lakes Hotel https://www.16lakeshotel.com/en-gb 173 Grabovac 173�47246 Grabovac 

Croatia +385 47 674 493  

 

Patricia- 0030-697-297-5727 (our phones are on a Greek mobile system so they need to be dialed as if we 

are in Greece-the calls get routed to us wherever we are in Europe) 

Manolis-0030-697-297-5737 
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